Mechanical Advantage

Wheel Size matters
Picking which size is right for you, and why
by Jan Heine

Which wheel size is ideal for a touring bike? Almost no other
question has been discussed as widely among touring cyclists.
When Adventure Cycling got started as Bikecentennial in 1976,
most touring bikes used 27-inch wheels. Then mountain bikes popularized the
26-inch wheel size. The racing-bike wheel size of 700C has now replaced 27-inch
wheels, which is now almost defunct. And more recently, 650B has been promoted
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bicycle wheels has remained relatively
constant, somewhere between 26 and
27 inches, since chain-driven bicycles
were first were developed 130 years
ago, despite much experimentation with
other sizes. Motorcyclists have arrived at
similar conclusions; they went to smaller
wheels when their tires became wider
and heavier, so that the rotational inertia
remained the same.
This means that you should first
decide how wide you want your tires to
be. The wheel size will follow from that.
If you love narrow tires, you should use
a larger wheel. If you prefer wide tires,
your wheels should be smaller.
Bike Fit
Small riders also have to think about
fitting the wheels into their frames. The
front wheel must clear the downtube,
which runs at a steeper angle on a smaller (shorter) frame. Using smaller wheels
requires fewer fit compromises. Keep in
mind that if the wheel gets too small,
you may compromise handling. Because
wider tires (and thus smaller wheels)
make a lot of sense on touring bikes, you
can avoid many of the fit issues that can
crop up on small racing frames with narrow tires and large wheels.
What about large frames? Many makers tend to put small wheels on their
small bikes and large wheels on their
larger ones to keep the proportions of the
bikes similar. The larger wheels do make
the larger bikes more stable, but there
is no reason that taller riders need more
stable bikes. I am six feet tall, and I ride
relatively small 650B wheels with wide
42-millimeter tires because they give my
bike stable, yet nimble, handling.

ISO?
Wheel sizes traditionally were designated by the outer diameter of the wheel,
but this measurement depends as much
on tire width as it does on rim diameter.
A more logical system has been adopted
by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), which lists the
bead-seat diameter — the diameter of the
rim in the place where the tire seats.
Of the four common wheel sizes
on touring bikes (Fig. 1), 26 inch is the
smallest. 650B is the same as 27.5
inches but is about 5 percent larger
than the 26-inch wheel. 700C (aka 29
inches) is another 6 percent more in
diameter, making it 11 percent larger
than the 26-inch wheel. The old 27-inch
size is just a tad larger than 700C — not
enough to make a functional difference,
but too much to allow you to interchange
tires and rims between the sizes. You
can also see that the new mountainbike sizes and the old British sizes are
unrelated: The old 27-inch rims (630 millimeter) are actually larger than those of
a 29-inch mountain bike (622 millimeter).
That is why many people, including my
“Mechanical Advantage” predecessor,
the late Sheldon Brown, advocate using
the ISO system.

Availability
What good is your dream bike if you
can’t get tires for it? Before you choose
your wheel size, look at the tire options.
Not all sizes are supported equally.
Sturdy, puncture-resistant touring

tires are available in most sizes, but if
you’re like me and prefer supple highperformance tires, your options are more
limited. For wide high-performance
tires, your best choices are in the 650B
size. Randonneurs have been using that
size, and some wonderfully supple,
wide, fast tires have been introduced in
recent years. (Disclosure: My company,
Compass Bicycles, sells some of those
tires, as well as tires for other wheel
sizes.) On the other hand, narrow highperformance tires come almost exclusively in 700C. Traditionally, 26-inch wheels
have been for mountain bikes, and even
“slick” tires in that size usually have
sturdy casings that may resist flats but
also decrease your speed and comfort.
(Generally with tires, you can have comfort and speed or flat resistance, but that
is a topic for another column.)
If you travel abroad, it makes sense to
pick a wheel size that is well supported
in the countries you will visit. If you
are able to find any bicycle tire on the
Bolivian Altiplano, it’s probably going
to be a 26-inch one. That size appears
to be the most common size, as far as
availability goes. No matter where you
tour, you probably should take a narrow, lightweight folding tire as a “spacesaver” spare, just in case. When you are
stranded on top of a mountain pass miles
from town, you won’t be able to buy any
tire, no matter its size.
Jan Heine is editor of Bicycle Quarterly, a magazine
about the culture, technology, and history of cyclotouring. His blog is at janheine.wordpress.com.
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